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AFTERSALES

Designed and built by those who use them

Mobile Lane Closure (MLC)

Available for short term, long term or contract hire for total flexibility
Alternatively, the sign board is available for sale and can be
fitted onto your own vehicle
Full cab control for operator safety
Unique hydraulic system for raising and lowering the boards
Easily changeable wicket boards
Complies fully with Chapter 8 and Lantra specifications

Acklea are one of the industry’s leading traffic management vehicle hire and sales specialists. Our fleet of
vehicles with de-mountable sign boards are the safest and most advanced machines available to hire or buy
today. All the Acklea Traffic Management vehicles have been designed for maximum operator comfort. They
are equipped with the latest in-cab technology with an emphasis on the safety of the operatives.
With our regular servicing and
maintenance schedule you can be
assured of total performance and
reliability from your hired vehicle. A
service support technician is available
to respond promptly to unforeseen
problems.
The sign board can be fitted to any flat
bed vehicle. So, if you would prefer
to purchase rather than hire a sign
board from Acklea, our experienced
technicians can fit it onto your own
vehicle. Once your vehicle leaves our
workshops we can continue to provide
full maintenance and servicing and as
well as a back-up support service, if
required.
The Acklea vehicle mounted sign board has been designed and built by those with direct experience of working
in live traffic. As a result, the ultimate design objectives - that the vehicle had to have enhanced safety features
as well as being operator friendly - have both been achieved.
Acklea’s unique hydraulic
system allows the operator to
raise and lower the sign board
from within the cab and whilst
on the move. Not only does
this reduce the danger to the
operator but it also saves time.
The vehicle mounted sign
board overcomes the towing
laws. It can be mounted and
de-mounted in minutes with no
more awkward reversing.

Full cab control ensures the
operator’s safety, avoiding the need
to get out of the vehicle into live
traffic to adjust the sign board.

Easily changeable wicket boards allow the lane closure
boards to be fitted from ground level. This is a much
safer option as there is no climbing required by the
operator.
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